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There is considerable debate over the benefits of recording and rendering high resolution audio, i.e., systems and formats that are capable of rendering beyond CD quality audio. We undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis to assess the ability of test subjects to perceive a difference between high resolution and standard, 16 bit, 44.1 or 48 kHz audio. All 18 published experiments for which sufficient data could be obtained were included, providing a meta-analysis involving over 400 participants in over 12,500 trials. Results showed a small but statistically significant ability of test subjects to discriminate high resolution content, and this effect increased dramatically when test subjects received extensive training. This result was verified by a sensitivity analysis exploring different choices for the chosen studies and different analysis approaches. Potential biases in studies, effect of test methodology, experimental design, and choice of stimuli were also investigated. The overall conclusion is that the perceived fidelity of an audio recording and playback chain can be affected by operating beyond conventional levels.

1 INTRODUCTION

High resolution audio may be loosely defined as those systems and formats that are capable of rendering beyond standard quality audio, i.e., more than 16 bits, and/or more than 44.1 or 48 kHz sample rate, as used in Compact Disc (CD) or “ordinary” Digital Video Disc (DVD) quality audio. Yet many believe that this standard quality audio is sufficient to capture all perceivable content from live sound. This question of perception of high resolution audio has generated heated debate for many years. Although there have been many studies and formal arguments presented in relation to this, there has yet to be a rigorous analysis of the literature.

By analyzing the data from multiple studies, it should be possible to come up with more definitive results concerning the perception of high resolution audio. For instance, several tests used similar methodologies and so it might be possible to pool the data together. In other cases, data is provided on a per subject level, which could allow re-analysis.

Here, we provide a meta-analysis of those studies. Note that this is far more than a literature review, since it compiles data from multiple studies, performs statistical analyses on this aggregate data, and draws new conclusions from the results of this analysis. Meta-analysis is a popular technique in medical research and has been applied to the evaluation of music information retrieval techniques [1–3]. The term has also been applied to primary analysis of the performance of audio feature extraction techniques within a general framework [4]. But to the best of our knowledge, this represents the first time that it has been applied to audio engineering research.

1.1 Reviews

There are several overviews of the field of high resolution audio relevant to this work. A special issue of the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society was dedicated to the subject [5], although none of the papers therein was focused on the question of perception. [6–9] all gave detailed descriptions of suggested requirements for high resolution audio formats and systems. [10, 11] provided reviews of high resolution audio perceptual evaluation. [12] gives guidelines and recommendations for high resolution audio listening tests. Together, these works serve as an excellent introduction to the subject and the important research questions.

[13] provided a systematic review of studies concerning the health effects of exposure to ultrasound. The studies reviewed showed that it may be associated with hearing loss, dizziness, loss of productivity, and other harmful effects. However, some of the reviewed studies defined ultrasound as beyond 10 kHz, thus including content known to be audible. And all studies discussed in [13] focused on prolonged exposure, especially in the work environment.
1.2 Identification and Selection of High Resolution Audio Studies

In total, 80 relevant references pertaining to high resolution audio perception were found from which we identified 18 experiments suitable for meta-analysis. This section describes the search methods used to identify relevant research, as well as the selection criteria for inclusion or exclusion of studies in the secondary and meta-analysis.

The review papers mentioned in the previous section may be considered the starting point for this work. We searched through all references they cited and all papers that have cited any of them in order to identify any relevant experiments. For all of the papers identified that concerned perception of high resolution audio, we then repeated the procedure, searching all citations therein and all citations of those papers. This procedure was repeated until no new potentially relevant references could be found. Potentially relevant experiments were also found based on discussions with experts, keyword searches in databases, and search engines and the author’s prior knowledge. The same iterative search on the citations within and citations of those papers was again applied to these additional papers. In total, 80 relevant references were found, of which there were 51 papers describing perceptual studies of high resolution audio.

No experiments published before 1980 were considered. A study of potentially relevant references showed that they mainly assumed that content beyond 20 kHz would be unnecessary and may not have had sufficiently high quality equipment to reproduce high resolution audio anyway [14–21].

Several potentially relevant references could not be found. These were all non-English language publications. Furthermore, they were often presentations in meetings and so may not have been formally published. But in all cases, the authors had English language publications and it appeared that the English language versions may have described the same experiment.

There may also be relevant experiments that were overlooked because they had an unusual methodology, were described in an unusual way or presented to a very different audience. This is most likely the case for works published in physics or neuroscience journals. However, for all the relevant experiments that were found described in such places, though they dealt with aspects of high resolution audio, they did not focus directly on the most fundamental questions with which we are concerned, that is, the discrimination between standard quality and beyond standard quality audio with real world content.

Many publications treated results for different conditions, such as different stimuli or different filters for sample rate conversion, as different experiments. Since these experiments generally have the same participants, same investigators, same methodology, etc., they were grouped as a single study. Where the experiments involved fundamentally different tasks, as in [22–24], these were treated as different studies.

Studies focused on auditory perception resolution were not considered. Such studies may suggest the underlying causes of high resolution audio discrimination, if any, but they are not directly focused on discrimination tasks. Similarly, experiments involving indirect discrimination of high resolution audio were excluded because an indirect effect may be observed or not, regardless of whether high resolution audio can be directly discriminated. In particular, brain response to high resolution content may not even relate to perception.

Studies focused on discrimination between competing high resolution formats, or on discrimination when only low resolution content is used, are not applicable since they either don’t address detecting a difference between those formats and standard resolution, or intentionally don’t use content that would effectively demonstrate such a difference.

Within the studies focused on perceptual discrimination, we identified at least 21 distinct, direct discrimination studies. Three of these [25–27] were excluded because there was insufficient or unusual reporting that would not allow use in meta-analysis. Fig. 1 presents a study flow diagram showing how the studies were selected for meta-analysis.

1.3 Classification of High Resolution Audio Studies

Table 1 provides a near complete listing of all perceptual studies (i.e., listening tests) involving high resolution audio. Studies generally are divided into those focused on...
Table 1. Summary and classification of high resolution audio listening tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auditory perception resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone conduction perception</td>
<td>[28–30]</td>
<td>pattern recognition, frequency JND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal resolution</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>2IFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency resolution</td>
<td>[32–34]</td>
<td>ABX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint time-frequency resolution</td>
<td>[34, 36–40]</td>
<td>2IFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format discrimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect discrimination</td>
<td>Brain response</td>
<td>[22, 39, 40, 43–51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic description</td>
<td>[22, 43–46, 48, 52, 53]</td>
<td>DoD, Attribute rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient formats discrimination</td>
<td>Alternative Hi-Res Formats</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low resolution content</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High vs standard discrimination</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>AXY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test signals</td>
<td>[11, 24, 35, 43, 58, 62–65]</td>
<td>Same different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real world content</td>
<td>[25, 26, 60, 61]</td>
<td>2IFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[23, 66]</td>
<td>ABX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[64, 67–69]</td>
<td>AXY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[24, 70]</td>
<td>XY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[71, 72]</td>
<td>Multistimulus rating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishing the limits of auditory perception and those focused on our ability to discriminate differences in format.

1.3.1 Auditory Perception Resolution Studies

In the former category, several studies have focused on bone conduction, where the transducer is placed in direct contact with the head, e.g., [28]. This assisted form of rendering high resolution audio does not correspond with typical listening conditions, though it is possible that bone conduction may assist perception over headphones.

However, the majority of perceptual resolution studies have been concerned with time and frequency resolution. A major concern is the extent to which we hear frequencies above 20 kHz. Though many argue that this would not be the primary cause of high resolution content perception, it is nevertheless an important question. [36, 37, 39, 40] have investigated this extensively, and with positive results, although it could be subject to further statistical analysis.

Temporal fine structure [73] plays an important role in a variety of auditory processes, and temporal resolution studies have suggested that listeners can discriminate monaural timing differences as low as 5 microseconds [31–33]. Such fine temporal resolution also indicates that low pass or anti-alias filtering may cause significant and perceived degradation of audio when digitized or downsampled [54], often referred to as time smearing [74]. This time smear, which occurs because of convolution of the data with the filter impulse response, has been described variously in terms of the total length of the filter’s impulse response including pre-ring and post-ring, comparative percentage of energy in the sidelobes relative to the main lobe, the degree of pre-ring only, and the sharpness of the main lobe.

[41, 42] both claim that human perception can outperform the uncertainty relation for time and frequency resolution. This was disputed in [75], which showed that the conclusions drawn from the experiments were far too strong.

1.3.2 Format Discrimination Studies

Studies in this category are in some sense focused on our ability to discriminate the rendering of high resolution content or formats. Many of these studies may be considered indirect discrimination, since they don’t ask participants to select a stimuli or to identify whether a difference exists. Notable among these are studies that measure brain response. [44] showed that high frequency sounds are processed by the brain and observed an increase in activity when listeners were presented with broad-spectrum signals compared with those containing either the low frequency signal (below 22 kHz) or high frequency signal (above 22 kHz) alone. But this does not necessarily imply that high resolution audio is consciously, or even subconsciously, distinguished.

Other forms of indirect discrimination include studies that ask participants to identify or rate semantic descriptors [44, 52], or to perform a task with or without high resolution audio, e.g., localize a sound source [23], set listening level [46], discriminate timing [54]. Such studies may show, at a high level, what perceptual attributes are most affected. However, the difficulty with subjecting such
studies to meta-analysis is that a well-designed experiment may (correctly) give a null result on the indirect discrimination task even if participants can discriminate high resolution audio by other means.

Several studies have been focused on tasks involving direct discrimination between competing high resolution audio formats. In [56], test subjects generally did not perceive a difference between DSD (64 × 44.1 kHz, 1 bit) and DVD-A (176.4 kHz, 16 bit) in an A/ABX test, whereas [57] showed a statistically significant discrimination between PCM (192 kHz/24 bits) and DSD. However, in both cases, high resolution audio formats are compared against each other. Certainly in the first case, the null result does not suggest that there would be a null result when discriminating between CD quality and a higher resolution format. The second case is intriguing, but closer inspection of the experimental set-up revealed that the two formats were subject to different processing, most notably, different filtering of the low frequency content.

2 SECONDARY ANALYSIS

Table 2 A lists the studies that were included in the secondary analysis and meta-analysis. For the remainder of the paper, they are referred to by “AuthorYear” notation, to distinguish the studies from related publications (many studies were described in multiple publications, and some papers described multiple studies). In this section we revisit data from these studies, where available, in order to perform additional analysis of the results and to present the results in a form suitable for later meta-analysis.

2.1 Transformation of Study Data

Yoshikawa 1995 involved discrimination of 96 kHz and 48 kHz in an AXY test. Although only t values are reported for each stimulus/participant combination, these are derived from trials with a discrete set of results. By computing all possible sets of results and comparing the resultant t values with the reported t values, we were able to estimate the number of correct answers for each participant.

In King 2012, participants were asked to rate 44.1 kHz, 96 kHz, 192 kHz, all at 24 bit, and “live” stimuli in terms of audio quality. This methodology is problematic in that the ranking may be inconclusive, yet people might still hear a difference, i.e., some may judge low sample rate as higher quality due to a personal preference, regardless of their ability to discriminate.

We were provided with the full data from the experiment. A priori, the decision was made to treat the “live” stimuli as a reference, allowing the ranking data to be transformed into a form of A/B/X experiment. For each trial, it was treated as a correct discrimination if the highest sample rate, 192 kHz, was ranked closer to “live” than the lowest sample rate, 44.1 kHz, and an incorrect discrimination if 44.1 kHz was ranked closer to “live” than 192 kHz. Other rankings were excluded from analysis since they may have multiple interpretations. Thus if there is an inability to discriminate high resolution content, the probability of a correct answer is 50%.

In Repp 2006, participants also provided quality ratings, in this case between 24 bit / 192 kHz, 16 bit / 44.1 kHz, and lower quality formats. This can be transformed into an AXY test by assuming that correct discrimination is made when 24 bit / 192 kHz was rated higher than 16 bit / 44.1 kHz, and incorrect discrimination if 24 bit / 192 kHz was rated lower than 16 bit / 44.1 kHz. Results where they are rated equal are ignored, since there is no way of knowing if participants perceived a difference but simply considered it too small compared to differences between other formats, and hence cannot be categorized. Note also that here, unlike King 2012, there is no reference with which to compare the high resolution and CD formats. Thus, without training, there may be no consistent definition of quality and it may not be possible to identify correct discrimination of formats.

2.2 Meyer 2007 Revisited

Meyer 2007 deserves special attention, since it is well-known and has the most participants of any study, but could only be included in some of the meta-analysis in Sec. 3 due to lack of data availability. This study reported that listeners could not detect a difference between an SACD or DVD-A recording and that same recording when converted to CD quality. However, their results have been disputed, both in online forums (www.avsforum.com, www.sa-cd.net, www.hydrogenaud.io and secure.aes.org/forum/pubs/journal/) and in research publications [11, 76].

First, much of the high-resolution stimuli may not have actually contained high-resolution content for three reasons; the encoding scheme on SACD obscures frequency components above 20 kHz and the SACD players typically filter above 30 or 50 kHz, the mastering on both the DVD-A and SACD content may have applied additional low pass filters, and the source material may not all have been originally recorded in high resolution. Second, their experimental set-up was not well-described, so it is possible that high resolution content was not presented to the listener even when it was available. However, their experiment was intended to be close to a typical listening experience on a home entertainment system, and one could argue that these same issues may be present in such conditions. Third, their experiment was not controlled. Test subjects performed variable numbers of trials, with varying equipment, and usually (but not always) without training. Trials were not randomized, in the sense that A was always the DVD-A/SACD and B was always CD. And A was on the left and B on the right, which introduces an additional issue that if the content was panned slightly off-center, it might bias the choice of A and B.

Meyer and Moran responded to such issues by stating [76], “… there are issues with their statistical independence, as well as other problems with the data. We did not set out to do a rigorous statistical study, nor did we claim to have done so. …” But all of these conditions
Table 2. A. List of studies included in meta-analysis. B. Risks of potential biases and other issues in the included studies (see Sec. 2.5). Low risk “−”; unclear risk “?”; high risk “+”. The last column identifies if these risks tend strongly towards false positives (Type I errors), false negatives (Type II errors) or neither (Neutral). C. Total number of trials and correct answers for each study, with the associated binomial probability (see Sec. 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Main references</th>
<th>Allocation bias</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Experimental design</th>
<th>Stimuli bias</th>
<th>Attribution bias</th>
<th>Reporting bias</th>
<th>Leading to</th>
<th># correct</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>percent correct</th>
<th>probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plenge</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>2580</td>
<td>52.98%</td>
<td>1.294E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muraoka</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>51.13%</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oohashi</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>49.00%</td>
<td>0.7261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshikawa</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>64.39%</td>
<td>5.976E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theiss</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>74.51%</td>
<td>3.105E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishiguchi</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[64, 68]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>53.15%</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamasaki</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>[62, 64]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>51.08%</td>
<td>0.1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishiguchi</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>48.38%</td>
<td>0.6267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repp</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>[71]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>48.84%</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>49.82%</td>
<td>0.5507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woszyck</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>47.37%</td>
<td>0.7439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pras</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>52.05%</td>
<td>0.1462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type II errors</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>55.74%</td>
<td>0.0743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KanetadaA</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type I errors</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>57.41%</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KanetadaB</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Type I errors</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>60.27%</td>
<td>1.281E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[11, 65]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>60.94%</td>
<td>6.352E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizumachi</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>63.24%</td>
<td>1.279E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>56.88%</td>
<td>1.000E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6736</td>
<td>12645</td>
<td>53.27%</td>
<td>1.006E-13</td>
<td>1.000E-07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may contribute towards Type II errors, i.e., an inability to demonstrate discrimination of high resolution audio.

Although full details of their experiment, methodology, and data are not available, some interesting secondary analysis is possible. [76] noted that “the percentage of subjects who correctly identified SACD at least 70% of the time appears to be implausibly low.” In trials with at least 55 subjects, only one subject had 8 out of 10 correct and 2 subjects achieved 7 out of 10 correct. The probability of no more than 3 people getting at least 7 out of 10 correct by chance, is 0.97%. This suggests that the results were far from the binomial distribution that one would expect if the results were truly random.

If no one was able to distinguish between formats and there were no issues in the experimental design, then all trial results would be independent, regardless of whether the trials were by the same participant, and regardless of how participants are categorized. But [63] also gave a breakdown of correct answers by gender, age, audio experience, and hearing ability, depicted in Table 3. Non-audiophiles, in particular, have very low success rates, 30 out of 87, which has a probability of only \( (p(X < = 30) = 0.25\% \). Chi squared analysis comparing audiophiles with non-audiophiles gives a \( p \) value of 0.18%, suggesting that it is extremely unlikely that the data for these two groups are independent. Similarly, analysis suggests that the results for those with and

Table 3. Statistical analysis of data from [63]. Statistically significant results at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) are given in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>( p ) value</th>
<th>( \chi^2 ) statistic</th>
<th>( p ) value-independence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total trials</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>( p(X \geq 276) = 0.5507 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>( p(X \geq 258) = 0.3446 )</td>
<td>3.1904</td>
<td>0.0741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>( p(X \leq 18) = 0.0557 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing/Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 kHz/14–25 years old</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>( p(X \leq 116) = 0.0752 )</td>
<td>3.867</td>
<td>0.0492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \leq 15 ) kHz/26 or more years old</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>( p(X \geq 160) = 0.1119 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiophile/audio professional</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>( p(X \geq 246) = 0.1334 )</td>
<td>9.7105</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-audiophile</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>( p(X \leq 30) = 0.0025 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
without strong high frequency hearing also do not appear independent, \( p = 4.92\% \). Note, however, that if there was a measurable effect, one would expect some dependency between answers from the same participant. The analysis in Table 3 is based only on total correct answers, not correct answers per participant, since this data was not available.

2.3 Multiple Comparisons

Some \( p \) value analysis was misleading. The discrimination tests all have a finite number of trials, each with dichotomous outcomes. Thus, they each give results with discrete probabilities, which may not align well with a given level of significance. For instance, if a discrimination trial is repeated 10 times with a participant, and \( \alpha = 0.05 \), then only 9 or 10 correct could give \( p \leq \alpha \), even though this occurs by chance with probability \( p = 1.07\% \), which is much less than the significance level. This low statistical power implies that a lack of participants with \( p \leq \alpha \) may be less of an indicator of an inability to discriminate than it first appears. This should also be taken into consideration when accounting for multiple comparisons.

In several studies, a small number of participants had some form of evaluation with a \( p \) value less than 0.05. This is not necessarily evidence of high resolution audio discrimination, since the more times an experiment is run, the higher the likelihood that any result may appear significant by chance. Several experiments also involved testing several distinct hypotheses, e.g., does high resolution audio sound sharper, does it sound more tense, etc. Given enough hypotheses, some are bound to have statistical significance.

This well-known multiple comparisons problem was accounted for using the Holm, Holm-Bonferroni, and Sidak corrections (see Appendix), which all gave similar results, and we also looked at the likelihood of finding a lack of statistically significant results where no or very few low \( p \) values were found. This is summarized in Table 4, which also gives the actual significance levels given that each participant has a limited number of trials with dichotomous outcomes. Interestingly, the results in Table 4 agree with the results of retesting statistically significant individuals in Nishiguchi 2003 and Hamasaki 2004, confirm the statistical significance of several results in Yoshikawa 1995, and highlight the implausible lack of seemingly significant results among the test subjects in Meyer 2007, previously noted by [76]. For Pras 2010, they refute the significance of the specific individuals who “anti-discriminate” (consistently misidentify the high resolution content in an ABX test), but confirms the significance of there being 3 such individuals out of 16, and similarly for the 3 significant results out of 15 stimuli.

2.4 Hypotheses and Disputed Results

Many study results have been disputed, or given very different interpretations by their authors. Oohashi 1991 noted a persistence effect; when full range content (including frequencies beyond 20 kHz) is played immediately before low pass filtered content, the subjects incorrectly identified them as the same. Woszczynski 2007 found statistical significance in the different test conditions that were used and speculated that the complex high resolution signals might have been negatively perceived as artifacts. Both Oohashi 1991 and Woszczynski 2007 may have suffered a form of Simpson’s paradox, where these false negatives canceled out a statistically significant discrimination of high resolution audio in other cases. Similar problems may have plagued King 2012, where many participants rated the “live feed” as sounding least close to live. Indeed, Pras 2010 observed a group of individuals who “anti-discriminate” and consistently misidentify high resolution audio in ABX tests.

Several studies intentionally considered discrimination of a high resolution format even if the content was not intended to be high resolution. In [62, 64], it was claimed that Nishiguchi 2003 did not have sufficient high frequency content. In one condition for Woszczynski 2007, a 20 kHz cut-off filter was used, and in Nishiguchi 2005 the authors stated that they “used ordinary professional recording microphones and did not intend to extend the frequency range intentionally during the recording sessions . . . sound stimuli were originally recorded using conventional recording microphones.” These studies were still considered in the meta-analysis of Sec. 3 since further investigation (e.g., spectrograms and frequency response curves in [58, 64, 68]) shows that they may still have contained high frequency content, and the extent to which one can discriminate a high sample rate format without high frequency content is still a valid question.

Other studies noted conditions that may contribute to high resolution audio discrimination. [25, 60, 61] noted that intermodulation distortion may result in aliasing of high frequency content, and [63] remarked on the audibility of the noise floor for 16 bit formats at high listening levels. [23] had participants blindfolded, in order to eliminate visual distractions, and [56], though finding a null result when comparing two high resolution formats, still noted that the strongest results were among participants who conducted the test with headphones.

Together, the observations mentioned in this section provide insight into potential biases or flaws to be assessed for each study, and a set of hypotheses to be validated, if possible, in the following meta-analysis section.

2.5 Risk of Bias

Table 2B presents a summary of the risk of bias, or other issues, in the studies. This has been adapted from [77], with a focus on the types of biases common to these tests. In particular, we are concerned with biases that may be introduced due to the methodology (e.g., the test may be biased towards inability to discriminate high resolution content if listeners are asked to select stimuli closest to “live” without defining “live,” as in [72]), the experimental design (e.g., level imbalance as in [45, 46] or intermodulation distortion as in [25, 60, 61] may result in false positive discrimination), or the choice of stimuli (e.g., stimuli may not have contained high resolution content as in [58], or used test signals that may not capture whatever behavior might cause perception of high resolution content, as in [26, 59] leading to false...
Table 4. Multiple comparisons testing. The last two rows tested the probability of a lack of significant results in multiple comparisons. The last column considers the probability of obtaining at least (or at most, for Nishiguchi 2005 and Meyer 2007) that many significant results given the significance level and number of tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th># tests</th>
<th>Repeated test type</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
<th># significant</th>
<th># significant corrected for multiple comparisons</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yoshikawa 1995</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Subject/stimuli</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pras 2010</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Stimuli</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pras 2010</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.05 (2 sided)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishiguchi 2003</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.0207; ≥15 of 20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamasaki 2004</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.0411; ≥57 of 96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamasaki 2004</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Subject/stimuli</td>
<td>0.0251; ≥22 of 32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishiguchi 2005</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Subject/stimuli</td>
<td>0.0320; ≥17 of 24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.1731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer 2007</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.1719; ≥7 of 10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

negatives). We identified an unclear risk in each category if the risk had not been addressed or discussed and a high risk if there was strong evidence of a flaw or bias in a category. Potential biases led both to Type I and Type II errors, i.e., to falsely suggesting an ability to discriminate or not to discriminate high resolution content, though Type II errors were more common. Furthermore, biases often existed that might result in Type II errors even when the overall result demonstrated an effect (e.g., [59]).

3 META-ANALYSIS RESULTS

The most common way that results are presented in the studies are as the mean percentage of trials with correct discrimination of stimuli averaged over all participants. Thus this effect measure, equivalent to a mean difference [77], is used in most of the analysis that follows. The influence of these and other choices will be analyzed in Sec. 3.7.

Fig. 2. A forest plot of studies where mean and standard deviation over all participants can be obtained, divided into subgroups based on whether participants were trained.
3.1 Binomial Tests

A simple form of analysis is to consider a null hypothesis, for each experiment, that there is no discernible effect. For all experimental methodologies, this would result in the answer for each trial, regardless of stimuli and subject, having a 50% probability of being correct. Table 2C depicts the number of trials, percentage of correct results for each trial, and the cumulative probability of at least that many correct answers if the experiment was truly random. Significant results at a level of $\alpha = 0.05$ are given in the last column of Table 2. Of note, several experiments where the authors concluded that there was not a statistically significant effect (Plenge 1980, Nishiguchi 2003), still appear to suggest that the null hypothesis can be rejected.

3.2 To What Extent Does Training Affect Results?

Fig. 2 depicts a forest plot of all studies where mean and standard deviation per participant can be obtained, divided into subgroups where participants either received detailed training (explanation of what to listen for, examples where artifacts could be heard, pretest with results provided to participants, etc.), or received no or minimal training (explanation of the interface, screening for prior experience in critical listening).

The statistic $I^2$ measures the extent of inconsistency among the studies’ results and is interpreted as approximately the proportion of total variation in study estimates that is due to heterogeneity (differences in study design) rather than sampling error. Similarly, a low $p$ value for heterogeneity suggests that the tests differ significantly, which may be due to bias.

The results are striking. The training subgroup reported an overall strong and significant ability to discriminate high resolution audio. Furthermore, tests for heterogeneity gave $I^2 = 0\%$ and $p = 0.59$, suggesting a strong consistency between those studies with training, and that all variation in study estimates could be attributed to sampling error. In contrast, those studies without training had an overall small effect. Heterogeneity tests reveal large differences between those studies with stated long duration stimuli and/or long intervals (30 seconds or more) and those that state only short duration stimuli and/or short intervals. The Hamasaki 2004 experiment was divided into the two subgroups based on stimuli duration of either 85–120 s or approx. 20s [62, 64].

The subgroup with long duration stimuli reported 57% correct discrimination, whereas the short duration subgroup reported a mean difference of 52%. Though the distinction between these two groups was far less strong than when considering training, the subgroup differences were still significant at a 95% level, $p = 0.04$. This subgroup test also has a small number of studies (14), and many studies in the long duration subgroup also involved training, so one can only say that it is suggestive that long durations for stimuli and intervals may be preferred for discrimination.

3.3 How Does Duration of Stimuli and Intervals Affect Results?

The International Telecommunication Union recommends that sound samples used for sound quality comparison should not last longer than 15–20 s, and intervals between sound samples should be up to 1.5 s [78], partly because of limitations in short-term memory of test subjects. However, the extensive research into brain response to high resolution content suggests that exposure to high frequency content may evoke a response that is both lagged and persistent for tens of seconds, e.g., [22, 48]. This implies that effective testing of high resolution audio discrimination should use much longer samples and intervals than the ITU recommendation implies.

Unfortunately, statistical analysis of the effect of duration of stimuli and intervals is difficult. Of the 18 studies suitable for meta-analysis, only 12 provide information about sample duration and 6 provide information about interval duration, and many other factors may have affected the outcomes. In addition, many experiments allowed test subjects to listen for as long as they wished, thus making these estimates very rough approximations.

Nevertheless, strong results were reported in Theiss 1997, Kaneta 2013A, Kanetada 2013B and Mizumachi 2015, all of which had long intervals between stimuli. In contrast, Muraoka 1981 and Pras 2010 had far weaker results with short duration stimuli. Furthermore, Hamasaki 2004 reported statistically significant stronger results when longer stimuli were used, even though participant and stimuli selection had more stringent criteria for the trials with shorter stimuli. This is highly suggestive that duration of stimuli and intervals may be an important factor.

A subgroup analysis was performed, dividing between those studies with stated long duration stimuli and/or long intervals (30 seconds or more) and those that state only short duration stimuli and/or short intervals. The Hamasaki 2004 experiment was divided into the two subgroups based on stimuli duration of either 85–120 s or approx. 20 s [62, 64].

The subgroup with long duration stimuli reported 57% correct discrimination, whereas the short duration subgroup reported a mean difference of 52%. Though the distinction between these two groups was far less strong than when considering training, the subgroup differences were still significant at a 95% level, $p = 0.04$. This subgroup test also has a small number of studies (14), and many studies in the long duration subgroup also involved training, so one can only say that it is suggestive that long durations for stimuli and intervals may be preferred for discrimination.

3.4 Effect of Test Methodology

There is considerable debate regarding preferred methodologies for high resolution audio perceptual evaluation. Authors have noted that ABX tests have a high cognitive load [11], which might lead to false negatives (Type II errors). An alternative, IIFC Same-different tasks, was used in many tests. In these situations, subjects are presented with a pair of stimuli on each trial, with half the trials containing a pair that is the same and the other half with a pair that is different. Subjects must decide whether the pair represents the same or different stimuli. This test is known to be “particularly prone to the effects of bias [79].” A test subject may have a tendency towards one answer, and this tendency may even be prevalent among subjects. In particular, a subtle difference may be perceived but still identified as ‘same,” biasing this approach towards false negatives as well.

We performed subgroup tests to evaluate whether there are significant differences between those studies where subjects performed a 1 interval forced choice “same/different”
and so more importance is given to the diverse sets of studies (note that this test has low power, and variants, thus suggesting that both subgroups contain the $F$ value than the $p$ value, and typically, $\alpha$ is set to 0.1 [77]).

A slightly higher overall effect was found for ABX, 0.05 compared to 0.02, but with confidence intervals overlapping those of the IFC “same/different” subgroup. If methodology has an effect, it is likely overshadowed by other differences between studies.

### 3.5 Effect of Quantization

Most of the discrimination studies focus on the effect of sample rate and the use of stimuli with and without high frequency content. It is well-known that the dynamic range of human hearing (when measured over a wide range of frequencies and considering deviations among subjects) may exceed 100 dB. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that bit depth beyond 16 bits may be perceived.

Only a small number of studies considered perception of high resolution quantization (beyond 16 bits per sample). Theiss 1997 reported 94.1% discrimination for one test subject comparing 96 kHz 24 bit to 48 kHz 16 bit, and the significantly lower 64.9% discrimination over two subjects comparing 96 kHz 16 bit to 48 kHz 16 bit. Jackson 2014 compared 192 kHz to 44.1 kHz and to 48 kHz with different quantizers. They found no effect of 24 to 16 bit reduction in addition to the change in sample rate. Kanetada 2013A, Kanetada 2013B, and Mizumachi 2015 all found strong results when comparing 16 to 24 bit quantization. Notably, Kanetada 2013B used 48 kHz sample rate for all stimuli and thus focused only on difference in quantization.

However, Kanetada 2013A, Kanetada 2013B, and Mizumachi 2015 all used undithered quantization. Dithered quantization is almost universally preferred since, although it increases the noise floor, it reduces noise modulation and distortion. But few have looked at perception of dither. [80] dealt solely with perception of the less commonly used subtractive dither, and only at low bit depths, up to 6 bits per sample. [81] investigated preference for dither for 4 to 12 bit quantizers in two bit increments. Interestingly, they found that at 10 or 12 bits, for all stimuli, test subjects either did not show a significant preference or preferred undithered quantization over rectangular dither and triangular dither for both subtractive and nonsubtractive dither. Jackson 2014 found very little difference (over all subjects and stimuli) in discrimination ability when dither was or was not applied. Thus, based on the evidence available, it is reasonable to include these as valid discrimination experiments even though dither was not applied.

### 3.6 Is there Publication Bias?

A common concern in meta-analysis is that smaller studies reporting negative or null results may not be published. To investigate potential publication bias, we produced a funnel plot of the 16 studies where a mean difference per participant was obtained, and funnel plots of the two subgroups of studies with and without training. Fig. 3. The overall funnel plot shows clear asymmetry, with few studies showing a low mean difference and a high standard error, i.e., few small studies with null results. Several studies also fall outside the 95% confidence interval, further suggesting biases. However, much of the asymmetry disappears when different funnel plots are provided for subgroups with and without training, and all studies fall within their confidence intervals. Though publication bias may still be a factor, it is likely that the additional effort in conducting a study with training was compensated for by less participants or less trials per participant, which contributes to larger standard errors. This is in full agreement with the cautions described in [82, 83].

### 3.7 Sensitivity Analysis

This meta-analysis involves various decisions that may be considered subjective or even arbitrary. Most notably, we aimed to include all data from all high resolution perception studies that may be transformed into an average ratio, over all participants, of correct to total discrimination tasks. The choice of included studies, interpretation of data from those studies, and statistical approaches may all be questioned. For this reason, Table 5 presents a sensitivity analysis, repeating our analysis and subjecting our conclusions to alternative approaches.

Though the studies are diverse in their approaches, we considered fixed effect models in addition to random effect models. These give diminished (but still significant) results, primarily because large studies without training are weighed highly under such models.

We also considered treating the studies as yielding dichotomous rather than continuous results. That is, rather
Table 5. Sensitivity analysis showing the percent correct (effect estimate) and confidence intervals under different approaches to the meta-analysis. Data type was considered as either continuous (CONT) for means and standard errors over all participants, or dichotomous (DIC) for number of correct responses out of all trials. Inverse Variance (IV) and Mantel-Haenszel (MH) statistical methods were considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Statistical Method</th>
<th># studies</th>
<th>Analysis Model</th>
<th>Effect Estimate</th>
<th>Confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All participants</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>[51.0 54.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
<td>[50.7 52.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All trials</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>[52.1 56.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>[52.1 56.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>[52.5 54.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions as separate studies</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>54.8%</td>
<td>[53.0 56.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared authors as single study</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.1%</td>
<td>[51.5 56.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample rate only</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>[50.8 54.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern digital formats only</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>[50.8 55.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

than mean and standard error over all participants, we simply consider the number of correctly discriminated trials out of all trials. This approach usually requires an experimental and control group, but due to the nature of the task and the hypothesis, it is clear that the control is random guessing, i.e., 50% correct as number of trials approaches infinity. This knowledge of the expected behavior of the control group allows use of standard meta-analysis approaches for dichotomous outcomes. Treating the data as dichotomous gave stronger results, even though it allowed inclusion of Meyer 2007, which was one of the studies that most strongly supported the null hypothesis. Use of the Mantel-Haenszel (as opposed to Inverse Variance) meta-analysis approach with the dichotomous data had no influence on results.

A full description of the statistical methods used for continuous and dichotomous results, fixed effects and random effects, and the Inverse Variance and Mantel-Haenszel methods, is given in the Appendix.

Many studies involved several conditions, and some authors participated in several studies. Treating each condition as a different study (a valid option since some conditions had quite different stimuli or experimental set-ups) or merging studies with shared authors was performed for dichotomous data only, since it was no longer possible to associate results with unique participants. Treating all conditions as separate studies yielded the strongest outcome. This is partly because some studies had conditions giving opposite results, thus hiding strong results when the different conditions were aggregated. Finally, we considered focusing only on sample rate and bandwidth (removing those studies that involved changes in bit depth) or only those using modern digital formats (removing the pre2000s studies that used either analogue or DAT systems). Though this excluded some of the studies with the strongest results, it did not change the overall effect.

Though not shown in Table 5, all of the conditions tested gave an overall effect with \( p < 0.01 \), and all showed far stronger ability to discriminate high resolution audio when the studies involved training.

4 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Implications for Practice

The meta-analysis herein was focused on discrimination studies concerning high resolution audio. Overall, there was a small but statistically significant ability to discriminate between standard quality audio (44.1 or 48 kHz, 16 bit) and high resolution audio (beyond standard quality). When subjects were trained, the ability to discriminate was far more significant. The analysis also suggested that careful selection of stimuli, including their duration, may play an important role in the ability to discriminate between high resolution and standard resolution audio. Sensitivity analysis, where different selection criteria and different analysis approaches were applied, confirmed these results. Potential biases in the studies leaned towards Type II errors, suggesting that the ability to discriminate high resolution audio may possibly be stronger than the statistical analysis indicates.

Several important practical aspects of high resolution audio perception could neither be confirmed nor denied. Most studies focused on the sample rate, so the ability to discriminate high bit depth, e.g., 24 bit versus 16 bit, remains an open question. None of the studies subjected to meta-analysis used headphones, so questions regarding how presentation over headphones affects perception also remain open. The meta-analysis also did not pursue questions regarding specific implementations of audio systems, such as the choice of filtering applied, the specific high resolution audio format that was chosen, or the influence of the various hardware components in the audio recording and reproduction chain (other than assessing potential biases that might be introduced by poor choices).
In summary, these results imply that, though the effect is perhaps small and difficult to detect, the perceived fidelity of an audio recording and playback chain is affected by operating beyond conventional consumer oriented levels. Furthermore, though the causes are still unknown, this perceived effect can be confirmed with a variety of statistical approaches and it can be greatly improved through training.

4.2 Implications for Experimental Design

Evaluation of high resolution audio discrimination involves testing the limits of perception, and it is clear from the presented meta-analysis that it is difficult to detect. It is thus important that good test procedures are carefully followed. In addition, the work herein suggests several recommendations for future experimental design in this field:

1. Training—Test subjects should be trained in how to discriminate, given examples and informed of their results in practice sessions before the test.
2. Experimental design—There are several issues in the experimental set-up that may lead to Type I or Type II errors. In all stages, the recording and playback system for high resolution audio needs to have sufficient bandwidth to reproduce the full range of frequency content. There should be no level imbalance or differences in processing between the signal paths for high resolution and normal resolution content. Distortion levels and dynamic range should be measured, and tweeters (if used) should be aimed at the listener. Where possible, this should be confirmed by measuring the end-to-end response of the playback system. In general, any potential artifacts, confounding factors or additional variables should be measured and accounted for.
3. Stimuli—The study authors should ensure that the stimuli contain high resolution content. Ideally, the signal received at the listener position should be measured to ensure that this is the case. Since little has been established about the causes of high resolution perception, a wide range of stimuli should be considered. Test signals should be used with care since they may lack whatever features are needed for perception. Also, long duration stimuli are preferred, with (where this is an option for the methodology) a sufficient interval between stimuli.
4. Methodology—In several studies, test subjects may have had multiple interpretations of the research question. Preference or quality questions may be clouded by the participants’ prior assumptions, leading to Type II errors. The task given to subjects should be unambiguous, and all participants should have a similar understanding of that task.
5. Analysis—Analysis methods should be established prior to the experiment, and any post-hoc approaches should be clearly identified. An over-reliance on individual p values should be avoided, especially when there are a finite number of trials with dichotomous outcomes. Where possible, multiple comparisons should be corrected.
6. Reporting—A full description of the experimental set-up should be provided, including data sheets of the used equipment. The listening level at the listener position should be provided. Full data should be made available, including each participant’s answers, the stimuli, and their presentation (duration, ordering) in each trial.

4.3 Implications for Meta-Analysis

The work presented herein is one of a very few, if any, papers that have applied rigorous and formal meta-analysis techniques to studies in the field of perceptual audio evaluation, or more generally, psychophysics. It has shown that techniques designed for studies involving intervention and control groups can be applied to experiments involving repeated trials with dichotomous outcomes, typically lacking a control. Measures of risk difference or mean difference, and their standard errors, can be adapted to situations where the mean value of the control (in this case, correct discrimination by pure guessing) is determined by probability theory.

This paper also uncovered interesting phenomena that needed to be considered in the analysis. Several studies, such as Oohashi 1991 and King 2012, showed evidence of Simpson’s paradox, where opposite trends in the data may have led to little effect being observed. Others (Nishiguchi 2003 and Hamasaki 2004) may have employed an equivalent of the Martingale betting system, where an experiment was repeated with a participant until a lack of effect was observed (though this may also be considered a method of verifying an initial observation). And several studies had conclusions that may have suffered from the multiple comparisons problem (Yoshikawa 1995, Nishiguchi 2003, Hamasaki 2004, Pras 2010). Interestingly, several studies reported results suggesting that for some trials, participants had an uncanny ability to discriminate far worse than guessing (Oohashi 1991, Meyer 2007, Woszczyn 2007, Pras 2010).

We also uncovered an issue with the use of standard statistical hypothesis testing applied to multiple trials with dichotomous outcomes. This issue, which occurred in many studies, may lead to Type II errors, and to our knowledge has not been widely addressed elsewhere in the literature.

4.4 Future Research Directions

As previously mentioned, many proposed causes or factors in perception of high resolution audio could not be confirmed nor denied and warrant further investigation. Some of these questions are particularly intriguing, such as differences in perception over headphones versus loudspeakers, the effect of spatial audio rendering, the effect of quantization, the effect of duration (e.g., the trade-off between short-term auditory memory and the persistent effect of exposure to high frequency content), and the identification of critical stimuli where differences between high and standard resolution are most easily perceived.
There is a strong need for several listening tests. First, it is important that all test results be published. Notably, there is still a potential for reporting bias. That is, smaller studies that did not show an ability to discriminate high resolution content may not have been published. Second, it would be interesting to perform a subjective evaluation incorporating all of the design choices that, while not yielding Type I errors, were taken in those studies with the strongest discrimination results, e.g., Theiss 1997 had test subjects blindfolded to eliminate any visual distraction. If these procedures are followed, one might find that the ability to discriminate high resolution content is even higher than any reported study. Finally, no research group has mirrored the test design of another team, so there is need for an experiment that would provide independent verification of some of the more high profile or interesting reported results.

Many studies, reviewed in Sec. 1, involved indirect discrimination of high resolution audio, or focused on the limits of perceptual resolution. These studies were not included in the meta-analysis in order to limit our investigation to those studies focused on related questions of high interest, and amenable to systematic analysis. Further analysis should consider these additional listening tests. Such tests might offer insight both on causes of high resolution audio perception and on good test design, and might allow us to provide stronger results in some aspects of the meta-analysis.

However, many of these additional studies resulted in data that do not fit any of the standard forms for meta-analysis. Research is required for the development of statistical techniques that either transform the data into a more standard form, or establish a means of meta-analysis based on the acquired data. Finally, further research into statistical hypothesis testing of (multiple comparisons of) multiple trials with dichotomous outcomes would be useful for interpreting the results of many studies described herein and widely applicable to other research.

Additional data and analysis is available from code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/hi-res-meta-analysis.
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Unlike most meta-analysis, an important aspect of these studies is that none of them involve a control group. However, all studies were constructed in such a way that, if the experimental design did not introduce biases, then the mean percent correct should be 50%. Thus this percent correct minus 50% is similar to a risk difference or difference of means in standard meta-analysis.

Alternatively, study outcomes may be represented as dichotomous results considering the overall number of correct results, giving the effect and it’s standard error (as in [84], Bessel’s correction was not used),

\[ E_n = C_n/T_n \]
\[ SE[E_n] = \sqrt{C_n(T_n - C_n)/T_n^3} \]  

Multiple Comparisons Testing

In Sec. 2.3, multiple comparisons testing was performed on studies that reported statistically significant results from test subjects. For a given study we ordered the \( S_n \) subject results in terms of their corresponding \( p \) values, ordered from lowest to highest \( p \).

For the Bonferroni method, the significance level \( \alpha \) was replaced with \( \alpha/S_n \). For the Holm–Bonferroni method, only the first \( k \) subjects such that \( p_i \leq \alpha/(S_n + 1 - i) \) for all subjects \( i \leq k \), where \( \alpha \) is the uncorrected significance level, are considered to have statistically significant results. For the Sidak correction, assuming non-negative dependence, \( \alpha/(S_n + 1 - i) \) is replaced with \( 1 - (1 - \alpha)^{1/(S_n + 1 - i)} \) resulting in a slightly more powerful test. The same procedure was used for other multiple comparisons tests reported in Table 4 by replacing the number of subjects \( S_n \) with the equivalent number of stimuli or subject/stimuli pairs.

Fixed Effect Meta-Analysis

In the inverse variance method, individual effect sizes are weighted by the reciprocal of their variance,

\[ w_n = 1/SE^2[E_n] \]

from either (A.1) for continuous outcomes or (A.2) for dichotomous outcomes. Studies are combined to give a summary estimate and associated summary error,

\[ E_{IV} = \sum w_n E_n/\sum w_n \]
\[ SE[E_{IV}] = 1/\sqrt{\sum w_n} \]

If the studies are expressed as dichotomous results, Eq. (A.2), then the Mantel-Haenszel method may be used [85]. Each study is given weight \( T_n \), so the summary effect and associated standard error are

\[ E_{MH} = \sum T_n E_n/T \]
\[ SE[E_{MH}] = \sqrt{\sum C_nT_n - C_n^2}/T \]

For both inverse variance and Mantel-Haenszel methods, the heterogeneity \( Q \) and \( I^2 \) statistics are given by:

\[ Q = \sum w_n(E_n - E)^2 \]
\[ I^2 = (1 - (S - 1)/Q) \times 100\% \]
where $E$ is the summary estimate from either Eq. (A.4) or Eq. (A.5) and the $w_n$ are the weights calculated from (A.3). $I^2$ measures the extent of inconsistency among the studies’ results, and is interpreted as approximately the proportion of total variation in study estimates that is not due to sampling error.

**Random-Effects Meta-Analysis**

Under the random-effects model [86], the assumption of a common intervention effect is relaxed, and the effect sizes are assumed to have a normal distribution with variance estimated as

$$
\tau^2 = \max\left[ \frac{Q - (N - 1)}{\sum w_n - \sum w_n^2 / \sum w_n}, 0 \right],
$$

(A.7)

where $Q$ is from Eq. (A.6) using either the inverse invariant or Mantel-Haenszel method, and the $w_n$ are the inverse-variance weights from Eq. (A.3). Each study is given weight

$$
w'_n = \frac{1}{(SE\{E_n\})^2 + \tau^2}
$$

(A.8)

The summary effect size and its standard error are given by

$$
E = \sum w'_n E_n / \sum w'_n
$$

$$
SE\{E\} = 1 / \sqrt{\sum w'_n}
$$

(A.9)

When $Q$ is less than or equal to $N-1$, the estimate of the between study variation $\tau^2$ is zero, and the weights coincide with those given by the inverse-variance method.

**Meta-Analysis Test Statistics**

The 95% confidence interval for $E$ is given by $E \pm 1.96SE\{E\}$. The test statistic for presence of an overall intervention effect is given by $Z = E / SE\{E\}$. Under the null hypothesis that there is no overall effect this follows a standard normal distribution.

The test for comparison of subgroups is based on testing for heterogeneity across $G$ subgroups rather than across $N$ studies. Let $E_g$ be the summary effect size for subgroup $g$, with standard error $SE\{E_g\}$. The summary effect size may be based on either a fixed-effect or a random-effects meta-analysis. These numbers correspond to Eq. (A.5) for Mantel-Haenszel or Eq. (A.4) for inverse-variance under fixed-effect meta-analyses, or Eq. (A.9) for random-effects meta-analyses, each applied within each subgroup. A weight for each subgroup is computed:

$$
w_g = \frac{1}{SE^2\{E_g\}},
$$

(A.10)

then a summary effect size across subgroups is found using a fixed-effect meta-analysis:

$$
E_G = \sum w_g E_g / \sum w_g
$$

(A.11)

Statistics for differences across subgroups are $Q_G = \sum w_g (E_g - E_G)^2$ and $I^2 = (1 - (G - 1)/Q_G) \times 100\%$.
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